The information transmission methods have been incredibly affected by the expanded prevalence of multimedia applications. Communication systems are vulnerable to meddlers and accordingly should be ensured. Tragically the calculations proposed till now apply encryption and decoding on the whole video stream that are computationally exorbitant and moderate. Hence, numerous encryption methods have been recommended that influence just part of the video stream. Consequently this paper proposes a light weight encryption method in which it scramble resulting edges of the video rather than the whole video. To enhance the time multifaceted nature of the current framework, parallel rendition of the current approach is being proposed in this paper in which every square of picture casings of the video are scrambled in parallel by creating confirmation flag utilising Shamir secret sharing plan.
Introduction
The era of networked application based systems will make real-time video and audio increasingly prevalent in future communications environment (Wu and Kuo, 2005) . It has thus become inevitable that we protect these streaming data from eavesdroppers, hackers and other potential threats over the network. Over and above the problem of encryption of multimedia streamed data has captured more concern in the field of academics as well as business. In order to address this issue many algorithms have been proposed so far for encryption and decryption of multimedia data but have proven to be practically impossible as a result of high computation requirement (Shi and Bhargava, 1998) . Incredible amount of time is required to encrypt the entire video (Shi et al., 1999) . As a result of which the algorithms proposed thus far do not meet the time constraints that is a stringent requirement of streaming data (Seidel et al., 2003) . Slighter complexity algorithms that are based on scrambling of pixel values take less time to encrypt but are susceptible to potential threats. Also these algorithms concentrate on encrypting the entire video which becomes computationally costly in terms of time and size. In addition to this a entire video encryption do not reveal the unencrypted part which has no security issues (Iqbal et al., 2008) . Therefore, one of the schemes that are used for image encryption is extended to video encryption. This paper proposes a method for authentication of images using Shamir secret sharing scheme (Lee and Tsai, 2012) . This scheme for encryption is less complex that gives rapid response for real time streamlined data, yet proposing a secure way of encoding process. The encrypting signal used in this paper encompasses Shamir secret sharing scheme (Van Wallendael et al., 2013) . This paper focuses on dividing video into subsequent frames and for each frame or image generates an authentication signal for each 2*3 block of each image. This authentication signal is generated from the binarised image of the image that was obtained from the video. On applying Shamir secret scheme on this binarised image is then added as an alpha channel into original image. The encrypted images thus obtained are combined to form the video and send over communication network (Chen et al., 2004 ).
Related work
Many different methods have been proposed in the area of image and video encryption. Initially data encryption standard (DES) has been proposed in the area of authentication of images and videos (Barker, 1991) . DES is type of block cipher which works on 64 bits at a time. Some research has been proposed in this area of DES using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) which combines encryption as well as compression (Kofahi et al., 2003) . The timing measurements, however, show that software of compression and encryption scheme may not be that much efficient to encrypt video stream in real time because this algorithm uses only one key to encrypt as well as decrypt the data (Dang and Chau, 2000) . After that advance encryption standard (AES) has been proposed. AES works on 128 bit block (Harris, 2007) . This algorithm can have variable block length and key length (Chouinard, 2009 ). Many researchers have been proposed in the area of AES where only part of the images is used to encrypt the whole images i.e., partial encryption (Cheng and Li, 2000) . But AES algorithm has very much simple algebraic structure (Younis et al., 2009b) . Some more research have been proposed in the area of partial encryption in which first compressed is applied on data and then applied encryption on the compressed data (Cheng and Li, 2000) . In other method they have combined partial encryption with wireless sensor network to perform encryption (Wang et al., 2010) . Using partial encryption one can easily get very low computational overhead but along with this it provides less security as compared to full encryption method (Wang et al., 2010) . After that some researchers have been proposed in the area of encrypting the MPEG videos. Initially to encrypt MPEG videos AES and DES have been used (Li et al., 2007) . But this is not applicable to big videos as it is very slow specifically when using with triple DES . Another method has been proposed in which it mess up the bytes within a frame of MPEG stream with the use of permutation (Lu and Liao, 2001) . But the problem with this method is that it is susceptible to known plain text attacks as it contains cipher text with known frames (Younis et al., 2009a) . In other method zigzag permutation is used in which instead of mapping 4*4 block to 1*32 block it maps 4*4 block to 1*32 block using random permutation list (Tang, 1996) . This method is good over above method but still it is susceptible to cipher attacks (Younis et al., 2009a) . In some method they have combined MPEG encryption with compression (Ostermann et al., 2004) but proposed mess up method may be susceptible to different cryptanalysis attacks, so it is not more secure than other methods (Kankanhalli and Guan, 2002) . Another method has been proposed in this area in which MPEG encryption algorithms have been combined with discrete cosine transform (Krikor et al., 2009 ). These method provide reasonable security but at the same time it becomes difficult to combine these two .
Then various algorithms have been proposed for video encryption algorithms (Shi and Bhargava, 1998; Shi et al., 1999) . In one method Huffman code by forming more than one Huffman tables but this method is very susceptible to both plaintext and cipher text attacks (Zhou et al., 2007) . In other method sign bit of the DCT coefficients is being used with secret key using XOR operation. But in this method the security level depend on the secret key (Seidel et al., 2003) . If the key is too small it can easily be broken and if the key is too small it becomes too complex (Krikor et al., 2009 ). To overcome this other method have been proposed in which sign bit of the DCT coefficient and sign bit of the motion vector has been combined and then encrypted (Seidel et al., 2003; Spanos and Maples, 1996) This algorithm performs fast operation with only certain sign bit in the MPEG videos but at the same time it is becoming too complex .
Certain researches have been proposed in the area of JPEG image encryption (Bouslimi et al., 2012) . In one method they have proposed total as well as partial encryption in which total encryption provides high security but it adds some more computational overhead while using partial encryption it provides reasonable security along with less computational overhead (Grangetto et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2006) . In other method they have proposed novel selective encryption image schemes based on JPEG 2000 are proposed (Brahimi et al., 2008) . The first one encrypts only the code-blocks corresponding to some sensitive precincts. In order to improve the security level proposed introduces the permutation of code blocks contributing in the selected precincts. The idea of combining permutation and selective encryption (Wang et al., 2010 ) is used in order to minimise the amount of processed data encryption while ensuring the best possible degradation through the permutation but this method is also susceptible to some cipher attacks (Brahimi et al., 2008) .
Some more researches have been proposed in the area of image and video encryption (Sun and Leu, 2009 ). In which one method used randomised arithmetic coding is used as tool for encryption and compression but this method is not much efficient (Chen et al., 1998) . In other method chaos-based encryption was used to suggest a efficient path for secure image encryption. In this method, the 2D chaotic cat map is used for three dimensions (3D) to design a real-time symmetric encryption (Chen et al., 2004) . This new method takes into account 3D cat map to shuffle the image pixels and uses one more chaotic map to confuse between cipher-image and plain-image. So it increases the resistance to different kinds of cipher attacks but this method is somewhat complex (Chen et al., 2004 ). Another method is there which is based on SCAN method in which is a formal language-based two-dimensional spatial accessing methodology which can generate very large number paths, but this method is not so secure as SCAN based method is susceptible to various cipher attacks (Maniccam and Bourbakis, 2004) .
Other researchers have also been proposed in the area of grey scale images using Shamir secret sharing scheme (Chung and Chang, 1998) . So, in this paper proposed have proposed the video encryption method which is a selective cum light-weight encryption fast enough for real-time application. Having higher chance to survive image content attacks by accurately combining the Shamir scheme, the generation of the authentication signal, and also the random embedding of different multiple shares, the projected technique will survive malicious attacks of common modifications of content, such as painting, super imposition etc.
Proposed work

Encryption of video
Video is nothing but contiguous sequence of images or frames arriving one after the other successively. Using this analogy, proposed work divide the video into sequence of images at regular interval of time. These obtained images are then considered for encryption process. In the proposed work, using an alpha Chanel plane and from a binary greyscale document the PNG image is being created. The PNG image is having the greyscale channel plane which can be thought as the original image I. Figure 1 shows illustration of the PNG image creation process. Now containing a binary version of the image represented as binarised image I b . Data are computed now for authentication and are taken as input for the Shamir secret sharing scheme for generating the secret shares. For creating an imperceptibility effect the value of share are mapped subsequently into the alpha Chanel in the small range and near the region having maximum transparency. Finally for the purpose of promoting the protection and security and information repair capabilities the mapped secret shares are embedded into the alpha channel unit randomly. As the alpha channel plane is being used for carrying information for authentication purpose and repairing, within the method of authentication no destruction can occur to the given input image. In distinction, standard image authentication technique usually sacrifice part of image contents, like flappable pixel or least significant bits (LSBs), to accommodate the information which is used for the authentication purpose. As per the secrecy of video, one may encrypt all or some of the images generated out of video at a particular frequency.
Finally, the images generated out of encryption are all merged to form the original video back. Ultimately this video can then be transmitted across network where in it can be decrypted at the receiver end. In between the sender and receiver, the encrypted video is hard to decode and eavesdrop without proper Shamir Secret authentication key. As shown in figure initially video is getting divided into number of images using single core. Now for each image following procedure is followed. Apply binarisation on image using Moment preserving threshold method to the original image which will return two gray representative values g1 and g2 respectively. Now whole the image is getting divided into size of 2*3 blocks for that use the Shamir secret key which divides the image into small parts of 2*3 blocks and distributes it along the image which is definitely not same as the original image. It is the gray scaled binaries image which is attached along with the original image as that of alpha image. So by attaching binaries image with original image x, new image is produced which is the encrypted version of image x and can be with great security from intruder as well as from other network as the blocks of the image are randomly distributed using Shamir secret key so it is nearly impossible to decrypt it without the correct decryption algorithm. In parallel version of the algorithm the video is getting divided into images as before but now parallel on multiple cores. So each core will process one image parallel. Here four core so four images are processed and getting encrypted parallel.
Extended Shamir secret Algorithm -1 for encryption of video
A algorithm of how to generate the stego-image in the PNG format is proposed by the following algorithm. Input: A secret video which is to be transferred across the network a secret sharing key 'Key'.
Output: Encrypted image which is embedded with stego-images Img within the PNG form.
Stage 1 The way to generate signals for authentication:
Step 1 Divide the video which to be encrypted into frames or images at fixed interval of time. The obtained images (I 1 , I 2 …. I n ) are then applied for taken for authentication scheme. Let us assume that one of the images obtained is I k .
Step 2 First of all apply moment preserve threshold method to get two gray values v 1 and v 2 and then get A = (v 1 + v 2 )/2, and take A as threshold and then using this threshold convert 'Img' into binary format, containing a binary version 'Img b ' with '0' to represent v 1 and '1' to represent v 2 .
Step 3 (Transform the image into the PNG form) convert 'Img' into a PNG image with addition to alpha channel 'Img α ' by getting a new replacement image sheet with 100% dullness and having no colour as 'Img α ' and combining it with 'Img'.
Step 4 (while starting of the loop) Form it in an raster scan that is unprocessed order having 2*3 block B c of I c with pixels values x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ,…. x 6 .
Step 5 (Creating authentication signals) Build an authentication signals having 2-bit sig = b 1 b 2 wherever, b 1 = x 1 ⊕ x 2 ⊕ x 3 and b 2 = x 4 ⊕ x 5 ⊕ x 6 where ⊕ means the xor operation.
Stage 2 Creating as well as embedding shares
Step 6 (Create the data to use it in secret sharing) Combine the 2 bits of x 1 , x 2 and 6 bits of b 1 to b 6 to form a 8 bit string, split the whole 8 bit string in two 4 bit string parts, and then change the spitted parts in two decimal numbers d 1 and d 2 for each parts respectively. Step 7 (Generate the partial share) Assign x, p i , and y i where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 … 6 Step 8 (How to map the partial shares) by adding 230 to each and every shares of the s1 to s6, which results in s 1 ' to s 6 ', which may come in the total transparency range nearly 230 to 254 in the alpha channel Img α .
Step 9 (How to embedded two partial share in the existing block) Carry a block B α in the Img α which corresponds to B c in Img c , and then select first two pixels value in B α in the order of the raster and convert its value by s 1 ' and s 2 ', for each block respectively.
Step 10 (How to embedded remaining partial shares at any random pixels) Make use of Key to select any four pixels randomly in Img α but not fall within B α which are not selected yet in this step, substitute the leftover four pixels value by leftover four incomplete shares s 3 ' to s 6 ' respectively.
Step 11 (How to end with loop) If there exist any block which is unprocessed in Img b then goto step 3, else take the final Img in the PNG form as a Stego-image Img'.
Step 12 Combine all such similar encrypted images to form the final video which is to be sent across the network. 
Decryption of video
Extended Shamir secret Algorithm 2 -for authenticating video
The following algorithm describes the proposed authentication process for the video presented in the following:
Input: The representative gray values v 1 and v 2 , also the secret key 'Key' which is used in Algorithm 3 and the encrypted video.
Output: Decrypted video.
Stage 1 Extraction of the embedded two representative gray values
Step 1 Divide the encrypted video into images at the frequency same as that used during encryption process so as to obtain the images that have been encrypted using Shamir secret scheme.
Step 2 To each of the obtained image first of all apply moment preserve threshold method to get two gray values v 1 and v 2 and, find A = (v 1 + v 2 )/2, and take A as threshold and then using this threshold to binarised 'Img', containing a binary version 'Img b ' with '0' to represent v 1 and '1' to represent v 2 .
Stage 2 Verification of the stego-image
Step 3 (While begin with the loop) take in a unprocessed block B b ' from Im g ' with pixels value x 1 to x 6 , into raster-scan order with the pixels having values s 1 ' to s 6 ' of the block B α ' in the alpha channel I α ' of I'.
Step 4 (How to extract authentication signal which are hidden) by performing the following step one can able to find a 2-bit authentication signal which is hidden having sig = b 1 b 2 from B α '. Stage 3 How to extract the original image content
Step 7 (How to extract the left over partial shares) form the whole image I α ' for each block B α ' carry out the following steps to take out the left over four partial shares s 3 to s 6 of the equivalent block B c ' in Img b ' from block in Img α ' other than block B α '.
1 Make use of the key 'key' to collect the four pixels in Img α ' in the similar categorise as they were selected for B c ' in Step 9 of the above algorithm, and take out the individual data s 3 ', s 4 ', s 5 ', s 6 ' and combined in them. 2 Deduct 230 from each and every of s 3 ' through s 6 ' to obtain s 3 through s 6 , respectively.
Step 8 Get the final I'. Combine all such similar images to get decrypted video.
Result and analysis
First the video which is to be encrypted is divided into fixed interval images. Now each of these images is to be encrypted for sharing it with security onto the network. For example as it can be seen figure x is the original image which is to be encrypt. Moment preserving threshold method is used and applied to the original image I which will return two gray representative values g1 and g2 respectively. Now t is computed using g1 and g2 and t is being used as threshold to compute the binaries version of the original image. Means this binary version of image contains only 0's and 1's. Here g1 is represented by 0's and g2 is represented by 1's. Figure y represents the binaries version of image x. Now an image can attach with the original image and can be transmitted along with it as alpha channel on network. Now as in Algorithm 1 whole the image is getting divided into size of 2*3 block for that one use the Shamir secret key which divides the image into small parts of 2*3 blocks and distributes it along the image which is definitely not same as the original image. This can be seen in Figure z . It is the gray scaled binaries image which is attached along with the original image as that of alpha image. So by attaching binaries image y with original image x, image z is produced as shown in figure which is the encrypted version of image x and can be with great security from intruder as well as from other network as the blocks of the image are randomly distributed using Shamir secret key so it is nearly impossible to decrypt it without the correct decryption algorithm.
5 Performance analysis Figure 9 shows the graph of time (in minutes) vs. total number of images in serial and parallel code in dual core processor having configuration of 2.1 GHz. In this graph up to some time (2 minute here) both serial and parallel algorithm for extracting images from videos go on increasing simultaneously. But as the time progresses serial code extract less images from videos and parallel code extract more images in the less time from videos. Here for 20 images the speed up is 1.81, while for 40 images the speed up is 2.11, for 60 images the speed up is 2.045, for 80 images the speed up is 1.96, for 100 images the speed up is 1.71, for 120 images the speed up is 1.68, for 140 images the speed up is 1.8, for 160 images the speed up is 1.698, for 180 images the speed up is 1.65, for 200 images the speed up is 1.637, for 220 images the speed up is 1.698, for 240 images the speed up is 1.78, for 260 images the speed up is 1.79. Figure 10 shows the graph of time (in minutes) vs. total number of images in serial and parallel code in 4 core processor having configuration of 2.5 GHz. In this graph up to some time (2 minute here) both serial and parallel algorithm for extracting images from videos go on increasing simultaneously. But as the time progresses serial code extract less images from videos and parallel code extract more images in the less time from videos. Here for 20 images the speed up is 2.9, while for 40 images the speed up is 2.54, for 60 images the speed up is 2.36, for 80 images the speed up is 2.29, for 100 images the speed up is 2, for 120 images the speed up is 1.91, for 140 images the speed up is 2.2025, for 160 images the speed up is 1.83, for 180 images the speed up is 1.87, for 200 images the speed up is 1.85, for 220 images the speed up is 1.79, for 240 images the speed up is 1.87, for 260 images the speed up is 1.8875. Figure 12 shows the graph of time (in minutes) vs. total number of images in parallel 2 core having processor of 2.1 GHz, 4 core having processor of 2.5 GHz and 8 core having processor of 2.5GHz. In this graph initially the difference of number of images between cores is very less. But as the time progresses 8 core extracts more images from video than 4 core and 2 core and similarly 2 core extracts less images from videos than 4 core and 8 core machines. 
Conclusions
Encryption techniques are proposed which affect a small amount of the video stream. This paper proposes a less complex encryption technique in which we encrypt subsequent frames of the video instead of the entire video. This paper proposes a method for authentication of these extracted frames using Shamir secret sharing scheme. This scheme for encryption is less complex that gives rapid response for real time streamlined data, yet proposing a secure way of encoding process. To improve the time complexity of the existing system, parallel version of the existing approach is being proposed in this paper in which each block of image frames of the video are encrypted in parallel by generating authentication signal using Shamir secret sharing scheme. This scheme has proved to be successful in encrypting video for real time application. The results and analysis graphs shown in the paper explains speed up and efficiency improvement of 2-core, 4-core, 8-core over serial execution of video encryption.
